
Just follow Honeypot Road to Dandelion Vineyards’ freshest fruit...

Honeypot of the Barossa 
Roussanne 2019

Background
Dandelion Vineyards is a unique fusion of 

vineyards and vignerons. Our wines represent 

decades of experience, blending the fruit of our 

old vine gardens with the finest traditions of 

artisinal winemaking.

Dandelion Vineyards are proven plantings that 

have stood the test of time. Our wish is to nurture 

the unique character of these vineyards and 

express their terroir in our wines. 

Capturing variety, vintage and vineyard requires 

an enlightened approach and although our 

growers see the Devil in every weed, we 

encourage the humble Dandelion amongst the 

vines as they suppress winter weeds, provide 

mulch in summer, and proffer their Wishing 

Clocks in spring to blow off and make our wish 

come true.

This Honeypot Roussanne was made entirely 

from Helen and Mark O’Brien’s remarkable 

vineyard. Whole bunches of hand tended and 

hand harvested Roussanne was picked in the cool 
of early morning then gently crushed then the 

free run juice was fermented in a stainless steel 

tank and bottled a few months later under screw 

cap to ensure the wine is just as our vineyard 

produced and winemaker intended. 

The wine’s early-morning picking does much to 

refine and elocute this honest, handsome, 

grape. After all, it does not deny its southern 

French origins and so a comparison 

of the masculine and the feminine can 

not not exist. Culture, language and wine 

combine in this refreshingly conversational 

roussanne, which “by slow prudence 

might make mild a rugged people…” 
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Tasting Notes
Colour

Luminous and bright with roussanne’s 

characteristic pale golden colour, this 

native to the Rhone Valley maintains its 

accent in the Barossa, but quietly so. 

Nose

Aromas of honeysuckle, lantana, 

guava, fresh flowers, green herbs 

and nuts all breeze by. 

Palate

The taste is long and textural, with 

just enough grip and just enough 

viscosity to help the wine marry 

well with a wide range of foods. 

Drink

Right now.  An extraordinary 

Roussanne from the Barossa that 

will cellar well but is so deliciously 

perfect now any argument for delayed 

gratification is almost academic.

Winemaker

Elena Brooks, BSc (Oenology) Adelaide

Specifics
Composition: 100% Roussanne 

Latitude 34°56’11” South
Longitude 138°56’24” East
Altitude 1722 Feet = 525 Metres

Wish you were here...

Zar Brooks, Typist  & tba, 

Elena Brooks, BSc (Oenology)  
Adelaide Winemaker




